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Royal Melbourne Golf Club 

Royal Melbourne is unquestionably one of the great golf clubs in the world. Its classic combination 

of wide fairways, bold bunkering and optional carries create a paradise for those that love strategic 

golf. Add in the sloping on the perfectly manicured greens, and the general aesthetic of the place 

and it’s no wonder it perennially ranks among the top ten places to play anywhere in the world.  

 

The club’s original two volume history 

The club has a collection of histories that match its place at the top of the golf world. Their first 

history was written by Dr. A. D. Ellis and was published in 1941, in the old-school style, that is, it 

is based primarily on the club’s records. The book contains twenty full page black and white 

illustrations, the majority of which feature personalities associated with the club, and oddly, none 

of the golf course. It covers the first fifty years of the club’s history beginning in 1891. A 

companion volume was published in 1972, written by James Barnaby, continuing Ellis’ effort, 

adding on 27 years to the chronology. Stylistically the book follows the pattern of the original, 

with limited images of the course and a focus primarily on internal club events. 

The club’s centenary history was written by Joseph Johnson and completed in 1991, it was issued 

in a limited, leather bound signed edition of 200 in a slipcase and a standard edition with a dust 

jacket. At 256 pages, it is a larger and more comprehensive history than the two original histories. 

It covers the club more broadly and goes beyond the club minutes to focus on the original course 

at Sandringham, the evolution of the East and West courses, the Canada Cup, and the significant 

role women played at Royal Melbourne, as the club was one of the earliest to admit female 

members, in 1892. In addition to being a more comprehensive history, the book is accompanied 

by hundreds of pictures.  



 

The Donovan & Jerris bibliography lists two small softcover booklets produced in the 1980s by 

Harry Touzel, presumably for a small distribution, likely among the members. We have never seen 

either copy offered for sale. 

The Royal Melbourne Golf Club : History of the Courses was written by John S. Green in 2011 

and was published in a limited edition of 500. The book’s images were done by David Scaletti, a 

well-regarded photographer in Melbourne. It is 224 pages and is profusely illustrated with images 

of the East and West courses and the history of their development. A medical doctor, Green was a 

member of Royal Melbourne for more than 60 years. 

 

The Courses of the Royal Melbourne Golf Club was written by Australian golf architect Mike 

Clayton with photography by Kimbal Baker, and the foreword written by Ben Crenshaw. It was 

published in 2011 to coincide with the President’s Cup matches. The book is 225 pages and was 

published in both a standard trade edition and a special slipcased edition. The book is very large 

and if you are interested in studying each of the 36 holes on the Royal Melbourne property, this is 

the book for you, as it does not include the history of the club itself or tournaments played there. 

It contains three or four full page color photographs of each hole along with a description written 

by Mike Clayton. Each hole also has a hand-drawn architectural illustration done from a birds-eye 



view. It was beautifully produced by the Melbourne University Press and is our favorite of all the 

Royal Melbourne books. 

 

Fans of Royal Melbourne will also enjoy The Life and Work of Dr. Alister MacKenzie by Tom 

Doak, Dr. James Scott, and Raymund Haddock. Although Royal Melbourne is not strictly a work 

of Mackenzie only (Alex Russell and Mick Morcom deserve equal design credit) the book gives 

interesting insights into the design of the East and West courses. Doak sums up one of the genius 

elements of the West course succinctly when he writes, “the course looks harder than it plays.” 

Discovering Alex Russell by Neil Crafter and John Green also dedicates in depth chapters to both 

the East and West courses. 

We conclude with the words of others who know golf architecture well. Alister Mackenzie’s 

intentions were precisely what Tom Doak wrote about. The great doctor wrote, “make it look hard 

and play easy, if the player uses his brains.” This is indeed Royal Melbourne. Martin Hawtree’s 

observation, “The West Course . . . fits the topography like a glove, and carries the golfer through 

on its own, momentous rhythm.” Gene Sarazen: “It burns me up that with the billions of dollars 

spent on course construction in the past 50 years, all the architects together haven’t been able to 

build another Royal Melbourne.” 

Sir Nick Faldo hits the highest note of all: “The West Course at Royal Melbourne might just be 

the best golf course in the world. Period.”  

 

 

-- John Sabino 

  



Royal Melbourne histories listed below in chronological order: 

1. History of the Royal Melbourne Golf Club Volume I: 1891 to 1941. 1941, A. D. Ellis. 128 

pages (D & J E5800) 

2. The History of Royal Melbourne Golf Club Volume II: 1941 to 1968. 1972. J.W. Barnaby 

60 pages (D & J B5770) 

3. The Royal Melbourne Golf Club: A Centenary History 1991. Joseph Johnson. (D & J 

J6940). Signed by the author in a slipcase, limited to 200 copies, and standard trade 

edition (D & J J6970). 

4. The Royal Melbourne Golf Club 1891-1991, a Centenary Commemorative, 1991, 

illustrated wrappers, 16 pages. Harry Touzel (D & J T13000) 

5. The Royal Melbourne Golf Club Club Booklet. 1998. 24 pages illustrated wrappers, Harry 

Touzel. (D & J T13030). 

6. The Royal Melbourne Golf Club : History of the Courses. John S. Green. 2011. 

Photography by David Scaletti.  

7. The Courses of the Royal Melbourne Golf Club by Mike Clayton and Kimbal Baker, 

2011. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


